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Best Young Adult Fiction of 2019 In this #1 New York Times bestselling novel that’s perfect for fans of John
Green’s The Fault in Our Stars, two teens fall in love with just one minor complication—they can’t get
within a few feet of each other without risking their lives. Can you love someone you can never touch?
Stella Grant likes to be in control—even though her totally out of control lungs have sent her in and out of
the hospital most of her life. At this point, what Stella needs to control most is keeping herself away from
anyone or anything that might pass along an infection and jeopardize the possibility of a lung transplant.
Six feet apart. No exceptions. The only thing Will Newman wants to be in control of is getting out of this
hospital. He couldn’t care less about his treatments, or a fancy new clinical drug trial. Soon, he’ll turn
eighteen and then he’ll be able to unplug all these machines and actually go see the world, not just its
hospitals. Will’s exactly what Stella needs to stay away from. If he so much as breathes on Stella she could
lose her spot on the transplant list. Either one of them could die. The only way to stay alive is to stay apart.
But suddenly six feet doesn’t feel like safety. It feels like punishment. What if they could steal back just a
little bit of the space their broken lungs have stolen from them? Would five feet apart really be so
dangerous if it stops their hearts from breaking too?
Visions - Kelley Armstrong 2014-08-12
Omens, the first installment in Kelley Armstrong's exciting new series, introduced Olivia Taylor-Jones,
daughter of notorious serial killers, and Gabriel Walsh, the self-serving, morally ambiguous lawyer who
became her unlikely ally. Together, they chased down a devious killer and partially cleared her parents of
their horrifying crimes. Their success, however, is short-lived. While Olivia takes refuge in the old, secluded
town of Cainsville, Gabriel's past mistakes have come to light, creating a rift between the pair just when she
needs his help the most. Olivia finds a dead woman in her car, dressed to look like her, but the body
vanishes before anyone else sees it. Olivia's convinced it's another omen, a sign of impending danger. But
then she learns that a troubled young woman went missing just days ago - the same woman Olivia found
dead in her car. Someone has gone to great lengths to kill and leave this young woman as a warning. But
why And what role has her new home played in this disturbing murder Olivia's effort to uncover the truth
places her in the crosshairs of old and powerful forces, forces that have their own agenda, and closely
guarded secrets they don't want revealed.
A Return Engagement - Stephanie Laurens 2013-08-27
Previously appeared in the anthology Royal Bridesmaids. A delightful novella from #1 New York Times
bestselling author Stephanie Laurens. Everyone's eyes are on a royal couple, but there is more behind the
scenes than they'll ever know. Lady Nell Daughtry is certain her sister will be a perfect princess, if only she
gets the reluctant bride safely to the church to marry Prince Frederick of Lautenberg. But what she doesn't
know is that, in the wedding party, she's been paired with her former fiancé, Robert Knightly … and now
she'll be face-to-face with the man who walked away.
The Fall of Rogue Gerrard - Stephanie Laurens 2011-12-27
From New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens comes her RITA®-Award winning tale that
shows how one night can change everything . . . forever. Robert "Rogue" Gerrard's reputation paints him as
one of the ton's most notorious rakes. But once, long ago, he fell in love . . . and he's never forgotten the
scintillating emotion he, then too young, turned his back on. But one stormy night, he discovers himself

The Book Charmer - Karen Hawkins 2019-07-30
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins crafts an unforgettable story about a sleepy Southern
town, two fiercely independent women, and a truly magical friendship. Sarah Dove is no ordinary
bookworm. To her, books have always been more than just objects: they live, they breathe, and sometimes
they even speak. When Sarah grows up to become the librarian in her quaint Southern town of Dove Pond,
her gift helps place every book in the hands of the perfect reader. Recently, however, the books have been
whispering about something out of the ordinary: the arrival of a displaced city girl named Grace Wheeler. If
the books are right, Grace could be the savior that Dove Pond desperately needs. The problem is, Grace
wants little to do with the town or its quirky residents—Sarah chief among them. It takes a bit of urging,
and the help of an especially wise book, but Grace ultimately embraces the challenge to rescue her
charmed new community. In her quest, she discovers the tantalizing promise of new love, the deep strength
that comes from having a true friend, and the power of finding just the right book. “A mesmerizing fusion of
the mystical and the everyday” (Susan Andersen, New York Times bestselling author), The Book Charmer is
a heartwarming story about the magic of books that feels more than a little magical itself. Prepare to fall
under its spell.
Caught by the Scot - Karen Hawkins 2017-09-26
Dashing Scottish privateer Conner Douglas must marry a respectable, well-born woman; and soon, if he
wants to secure his rightful inheritance. Determined to still explore the high seas as well as his mistresses'
beds, he aims to find a pliable wife who'll turn a blind eye to his antics. And he knows just the woman,
childhood friend and mousy spinster Miss Theodora Cumberbatch-Snowe. Unbeknownst to Conner, meek
and plain Theodora has been hopelessly in love with him for years. But unwilling to wait forever for what
will never happen, Theodora plans to wed a kind, if unexciting, local landowner, leaving behind the wild
Highlander of her dreams. Yet Conner refuses to let his perfect wife get away. He chases her to Gretna
Green and is shocked to discover the real Theodora is an ardent and wildly sensual woman. Soon he
realizes his passion to win her has nothing to do with securing his inheritance and everything to do with
earning the love of the unforgettable woman.
Early Dawn - Catherine Anderson 2009-12-29
New York Times bestselling author Catherine Anderson lights up the Old West with a tale of love, danger,
and redemption featuring the ancestors of her beloved Coulter family. After breaking off their engagement,
Eden Paxton's fiance spreads so many rumors about her that she is forced to leave San Francisco. Her pride
bruised, an angry Eden heads for the wilds of Colorado to live with her half brothers. But murderous
outlaws cut the trip short when they kidnap her, intending to sell her across the Mexican border. Ever since
a gang murdered his wife, Matthew Coulter cannot see a woman being mistreated without vowing to rescue
her—and exacting vengeance against the evildoers. So when he spots Eden with the ruffians, Matthew
takes fierce, focused action to save her. As Eden and Matthew run for their lives, she recognizes a kind
heart beneath Matthew's rugged exterior. But she wonders which will win out: his obsession with
revenge—or their growing passion for each other.
Five Feet Apart - Rachael Lippincott 2019-02-05
Now a major motion picture starring Cole Sprouse and Haley Lu Richardson! Goodreads Choice Winner,
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stranded at an inn—with his childhood sweetheart, Lydia Makepeace, who has no business being there
alone. Lydia, meanwhile, is horrified to find the one man in England guaranteed to protect her—standing
between her and the scandalous letter she must, simply must, retrieve.
Twice the Temptation - Suzanne Enoch 2009-10-13
Two unforgettable tales. One dazzling diamond! Summer 1814 . . . When Evangeline Munroe inherits the
exquisite but supposedly cursed Nightshade Diamond, she considers it a bit of good fortune. Then she
literally runs into Connoll Addison, Marquis of Rawley, the most sought after bachelor amongst the ton.
Surely her immediate attraction to the rogue is bad luck. Could the diamond be more dangerous than she
ever imagined? Present . . . Samantha Jellicoe thinks it's good luck that has her—a reformed cat
burglar—providing security for a museum exhibit. Then she discovers the Nightshade Diamond, with an
accompanying note that says the thing is cursed. Cursed indeed! How else to explain Scotland Yard
breathing down her neck, the appearance of an ex-boyfriend, and her lover Rick Addison suddenly testing
the boundaries of their relationship? She needs to unload the gem and soon, or shemay lose her dreams
forever.
How to Pursue a Princess - Karen Hawkins 2013-05-21
When the Lily Balfour falls for a prince pretending to be a pauper, only her meddling godmother and her
desire to marry Lily away to a wealthy widower stands in the way. Original. 350,000 first printing.
The Black Duke's Prize - Suzanne Enoch 1995-05-28
A Classic Regency Romance from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Suzanne Enoch...
Sent to London by her untrustworthy uncle, the beautiful and feisty Katherine Ralston arrives for the
Season in utter despair. Not only is she caught up in the mad whirl of ballgowns and galas, she must also
make certain that her disreputable uncle doesn’t sell her family estate in her absence. Katherine Ralston, a
country girl at heart, sees the Season in London as something she must endure. Nicholas Varnon, known as
the Black Duke for his rakish and irresistible charms, sees the season as a chance to repair his rakish
reputation. Yet, he seems to be taking quite an interest in the spirited Katherine. Suspicious of trickery,
Katherine is determined to ignore the sinfully sexy charms of...the Black Duke. Little does she know, she
may have just met her white knight in shining armor...
Lady Osbaldestone's Christmas Intrigue - Stephanie Laurens 2020-10-15
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens immerses you in the simple joys of a long-ago
country-village Christmas, featuring a grandmother, her grandchildren, her unwed son, a determined notso-young lady, foreign diplomats, undercover guards, and agents of Napoleon! At Hartington Manor in the
village of Little Moseley, Therese, Lady Osbaldestone, and her household are once again enjoying the
company of her intrepid grandchildren, Jamie, George, and Lottie, when they are unexpectedly joined by
her ladyship’s youngest and still-unwed son, also the children’s favorite uncle, Christopher. As the Foreign
Office’s master intelligencer, Christopher has been ordered into hiding until the department can
appropriately deal with the French agent spotted following him in London. Christopher chose to seek
refuge in Little Moseley because it’s such a tiny village that anyone without a reason to be there stands out.
Neither he nor his office-appointed bodyguard expect to encounter any dramas. Then Christopher spots a
lady from London he believes has been hunting him with matrimonial intent. He can’t understand how she
tracked him to the village, but determined to avoid her, he enlists the children’s help. The children discover
their information-gathering skills are in high demand, and while engaging with the villagers as they usually
do and taking part in the village’s traditional events, they do their best to learn what Miss Marion Sewell is
up to. But upon reflection, Christopher realizes it’s unlikely the Marion he was so attracted to years before
has changed all that much, and he starts to wonder if what she wants to tell him is actually something he
might want to hear. Unfortunately, he has set wheels in motion that are not easy to redirect. Although
Marion tries to approach him several times, he and she fail to make contact. Then just when it seems they
will finally connect, a dangerous stranger lures Marion away. Fearing the worst, Christopher gives
chase—trailed by his bodyguard, the children, and a small troop of helpful younger gentlemen. What they
discover at nearby Parteger Hall is not at all what anyone expected, and as the action unfolds, the
assembled company band together to protect a secret vital to the resolution of the war against Napoleon.
Fourth in series. A novel of 81,000 words. A Christmas tale of intrigue, personal evolution, and love.
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My Not So One Night Stand - Rebecca Robertson 2018-07-25
Best friends since the age of three; spirited waitress, Maya Crofton and ladies' man, Luke Anderson are
inseparable, priding themselves on knowing everything about one another. Or so Maya thought. What she
doesn't realise is that Luke is lusting after more than just her friendship and, with alcohol involved, sparks
soon fly.Past encounters, devastating secrets and the unbearable need to hide her true feelings puts Maya
in quite the predicament.Will she overcome her doubts and offer Luke the chance he's been waiting for
almost half his life?
Weather the Storm - Jean Ferris 2005-09
When Raider takes Rosie to England she finds no living kin-and long buried family secrets. When Raider
offers to take Rosie to New Orleans, she sees no other option. But it is a journey that brings her closer than
ever to the daring buccaneer who has captured her heart yet farther from the romantic dream that
torments her. As the war rages at sea, Rosie once again watches Raider sail into battle, driven by the
obsession that consumes him, and taking with him the love that has become the very soul of Rosie's life.
The School for Heiresses - Sabrina Jeffries 2006-12-26
Join New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries and three other delightful historical romance
authors as they put their own spin on the bestselling School for Heiresses series. These passionate tales
feature four young women who learn that there’s nothing textbook about love… At the School for Heiresses,
the lessons go far beyond etiquette and needlepoint. In addition to teaching her students how to avoid
fortune hunters, headmistress and founder Charlotte Harris proposes the radical notion that women of all
means need not shackle themselves to men at all—unless they find a suitable, desirable mate. So lessons in
the fine art of acquiring a loving and passionate husband are part of the curriculum at this highly unusual
school. And as the holidays approach, Mrs. Harris sends her young ladies home with personally tailored
lessons to work on. Will they return any closer to finding the perfect husband?
The Legend of Nimway Hall: 1818 - Isabel - Suzanne Enoch 2018-03-29
New York Times bestselling author Suzanne Enoch spins a Regency-era tale at Nimway Hall, in a book
series centered on an estate where love and magic entwine to bring romance to all who dwell there. A
passionate, determined young lady trying to prove herself worthy of a magic-touched legacy, and a
steadfast gentleman looking for his own place in the world join forces to restore an abandoned estate to its
former glory. The moment Isabel de Rossi turns eighteen, she takes charge of Nimway Hall, which has
stood empty for the past ten years. Well-aware that all her female forebears found true love at Nimway, she
can’t wait to discover her own destined match. Instead she’s faced with Adam Driscoll, the infuriatingly
practical estate manager whose presence is a constant reminder that her own grandmother thinks she has
no idea what she’s doing. Adam thought the recent offer of a position at Nimway Hall a godsend. After
spending six years managing his elderly uncle’s estate he is facing either a dreary career in the army or the
church. At Nimway his feet are on the ground, his hands in the earth, his mind on practical matters. The
last complication he needs is a foreign-raised heiress intent on finding a magical orb; but Adam can’t help
noticing that his strangely derailed repairs are suddenly on track, and that the clever, amusing mistress of
the Hall is genuinely interested improving her estate and the lives of her tenants. And he is beginning to
find it hard to resist his simmering attraction... Isabel though wonders if she isn’t worthy of becoming the
property’s guardian. The famous orb – the artifact reputedly responsible for every love match made at
Nimway Hall is nowhere to be found...until dreamy Lord Alton arrives and starts to pursue Isabel. The
pesky orb suddenly appears, though it seems to have a preference for the strong and loyal Adam. For an
unsophisticated young lady, the choice between a charming viscount and an interfering employee should be
a simple one, but magic is a stubborn thing – and the heart is even more headstrong. “Each and every
Enoch romance is a sparkling gem brimming over with marvelous characters, depth of emotion, intense
sensuality and a plot that twists and turns, leaving readers breathless and deliciously satisfied.”—Romantic
Times, 4 1⁄2 Stars!
Only a Duke Will Do - Tamara Gill 2017-02-20
Without a Season, Lady Isolde Worthingham captured the Duke of Moore's heart at a country dance. But on
the eve of her wedding, a scandal that rocked the ton and sent her fleeing to Scotland alone and unwed,
leaves her perfectly planned future in a tangle of disgrace and heartbreak. Merrick Mountshaw, the Duke
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of Moore hides his hellish life from the ton. When the one woman he loved and lost returns to London, he
knows he can no longer live without her. But wooing her won't be easy since vows and past hurts are not
easily forgotten. Love may not win against the ton when a too proper Lord and Lady play by the rules. Each
book in the To Marry a Rogue series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order:
Book #1 Only an Earl Will Do Book #2 Only a Duke Will Do Book #3 Only a Viscount Will Do
The Legend of Nimway Hall - Victoria Alexander 2020-03-13
#1 New York Times Bestselling author Victoria Alexander takes us back to Nimway Hall, where magic is as
old as time and love is where you least expect it. . . She's given up on love and magic. He's going to change
her mind. Alexandra Hayden, the current Guardian of Nimway Hall, is having a very bad day. Well, a very
bad year. Or two. Her third fiancé swindled her out of Nimway's reserve funds, she's spent her dowry to
help her tenants, and everything on the estate is in need of repair. Even Nimway Hall itself is starting to
look a bit shabby. Worse, legendary Nimway magic seems to have vanished. All her fault of course: She
simply isn't the guardian she should be. Robert Curtis is one of America's wealthiest young captains of
industry. Now he finds he's inherited a title and an estate. But Brynmore Manor is long-abandoned and
barely standing. It's not at all what Robert hoped to use for business and family holidays and not remotely
what he wanted. What's a rich American viscount to do? Buy the estate next door, of course-Nimway. The
last thing Alex needs is an arrogant American neighbor. What she needs is money-and fast. To further his
acceptance in London society and his business interests, Robert could use a well-connected wife. A
marriage of convenience will benefit them both. But marriage is not at all the practical, sensible
arrangement they expected. With their annoying attraction and strangely vivid dreams of each other, this
marriage is anything but convenient. And with every passing day, and every sleepless night, the terms they
agreed to are less and less important. Still, it's going to take a push from Nimway magic to make them
finally realize that love is the greatest enchantment of all.
How to Capture a Countess - Karen Hawkins 2012-09-18
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins sets Scottish hearts afire in this delightfully witty and
sexy Regency romance, the first in her Duchess Diaries series. Urged by her favorite nephew, the
intimidating Duchess of Roxburghe agrees to transform a thorny Scottish rose into a lovely bloom. But even
she isn’t prepared for fiery Rose Balfour. At seventeen, Rose fell wildly in love with Lord Alton Sinclair,
known as Lord Sin for his wicked ways. Stung by his indifference, the starry-eyed girl tried to win an illicit
kiss, but then panicked and pushed the notorious rakehell into a fountain. Leaving Lord Sin floating among
the lily pads to the mocking laughter of his peers, Rose escaped back to the obscurity of the Scottish
countryside. Six years later, Sin convinces his aunt, the Duchess of Roxburghe, to invite Rose to her annual
house party, where he plans to get revenge by making Rose the laughingstock of polite society. To his
astonishment, he finds she has become an alluring woman who threatens to turn the tables on his nefarious
plans. Thus Sin and Rose begin an epic battle of the sexes that becomes more passionate at every turn.
Eventually, one will have to surrender…but to vengeance? Or to love’s deepest passion?
Just a Hint - Clint - Lori Foster 2010-05-25
Clint Evans rescues heiress Julie Rose from her kidnappers, but while trying to solve the mystery of her
kidnapping he is tempted to break his own rule of never getting involved with a client.
The Legend of Nimway Hall - Linda Needham 2018-11-25
It's Christmas 1940 and Nimway Hall opens its ancient and enchanting heart to the wedding of Josie and
Gideon! Engaged to be married in the final, steamy love scene in the THE LEGEND OF NIMWAY HALL:
1940-JOSIE, wartime intelligence agents, Josie and Gideon, are in for a wild adventure as they negotiate the
hidden dangers of planning their Christmas Day Wedding in the midst of a war. With two months until their
nuptials, and an impressive guest list that includes their two very large and very different families, dear and
influential friends, peers and prelates, stars of stage and screen, an admiral and more than one member of
Churchill's War Cabinet, Josie Stirling quickly discovers that adding the planning of Somerset's wedding of
the year to her already over-scheduled days - overseeing Nimway's vast wartime estate, volunteering for
the war effort, and managing her secret intelligence work - may be the straw that finally forces her ask for
help from the people who love her, when she was so certain she could do it all herself. Lt. Colonel Gideon
Fletcher takes on the role of husband-to-be of the beautiful and capable Guardian of Nimway Hall as
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fiercely as any military operation, and soon finds himself in a secret war against an unexpected enemy to
save the ancient estate from certain destruction. The matchmaking Orb brought Josie and Gideon together
in the first JOSIE book of the Nimway series, now, the enchantment of Nimway Hall itself, weaves together
the magic of love and family and the joy of Christmas into a tapestry of happily ever after.
A Cup of Silver Linings - Karen Hawkins 2021-07-06
From New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins comes another "mesmerizing fusion of the
mystical and the everyday" (Susan Andersen, New York Times bestselling author) in her Dove Pond series-and this time Ava's famous tea leaves spell trouble ahead. Ava Dove--the sixth of seven daughters of the
famed Dove family, and owner of Ava's Landscaping and Specialty Gourmet Tea--is frantic. Just as she is
getting ready to open her fabulous new tearoom, her herbal teas have gone wonky. Suddenly, the tea that is
supposed to help people sleep is startling them awake with vivid dreams; the tea that infuses romance back
into tired marriages is causing people to blurt out their darkest secrets; and the tea that helps people find
happiness is making them spend hours staring into mirrors. Meanwhile, living four doors down the road
from Ava, sixteen-year-old Kristen Foster's life has just crashed down around her. After her mother's death,
Kristen's grandmother Ellen has arrived in town to sweep Kristen off to a white mansion on a hill in distant
Raleigh. But Kristen has had enough 'life changes' and is desperate to stay with her friends in her beloved
hometown of Dove Pond. But to do so means Kristen must undertake a quest she's been avoiding her entire
life--finding her never-been-there-for-her father. With the help of an ancient herbal remedy book found in
her attic by her sister, Ava realizes that Kristen holds the key to fixing her unstable tea leaves. So Ava
throws herself into Kristen's search, even convincing Kristen's grandmother Ellen to help, too. Together,
the three embark on a reluctant but magical journey of healing, friendship, and family that will delight fans
of Alice Hoffman, Kate Morton, and Sarah Addison Allen.
Grudge Puck - June Winters 2017-07-03
A pest from the past ... Camille Kennedy can't believe who just walked into her tiny bakery. That tall,
muscular stud? He's Beau Bradford, famous hockey hunk. But this isn't a happy high school reunion -- the
arrogant athlete was a thorn in Camille's side and had a serious knack for bringing out her worst. And now
that he's a star in the pros, he's even more chiseled and cocky. But Camille's too busy for jock mindgames.
And she knows exactly where Beau's flirting leads. Like, a sinfully hot kiss in the back of a cab, for example.
Or his giant hand, sliding under her dress and inching up her thighs ... You know what he's after. Don't fall
for it! A hard-hitting, heart-breaking badboy ... Beau Bradford wears his reputation as the dirtiest player in
the NHL like a badge of pride. He's no saint off the ice, either. When the team rolls into NYC for a road trip,
Beau drops in on an old rival: class valedictorian, Camille. Voted most likely to succeed. So why is the
prissy bookworm slinging cupcakes, while he makes millions cracking skulls? Ha ... who cares. She can
deny it all she wants, but Beau knows better than anyone else that Little Miss Perfect has a dark side -- one
that's begging and screaming to be let loose. Beau's goal? To even the score. Because nothing's hotter than
a hate-fueled grudge f***. *** Grudge Puck is a 50,000 word hockey romance! This stand-alone novel is the
second entry in the Colorado Blizzard series. Narrated in alternating first person. No cheating, no
cliffhanger, HEA guaranteed.
The Meaning of Love - Stephanie Laurens 2021-10-14
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephanie Laurens explores the strength of a fated love, one that
was left in abeyance when the protagonists were too young, but that roars back to life when, as adults, they
meet again. A lady ready and waiting to be deemed on the shelf has her transition into spinsterhood
disrupted when the nobleman she’d once thought she loved returns to London and fate and circumstance
conspire to force them to discover what love truly is and what it means to them. What happens when a love
left behind doesn’t die? Melissa North had assumed that after eight years of not setting eyes on each other,
her youthful attraction to—or was it infatuation with?—Julian Delamere, once Viscount Dagenham and now
Earl of Carsely, would have faded to nothing and gasped its last. Unfortunately, during the intervening
years, she’s failed to find any suitable suitor who measures up to her mark and is resigned to ending her
days an old maid. Then she sees Julian across a crowded ballroom, and he sees her, and the intensity of
their connection shocks her. She seizes the first chance that offers to flee, only to discover she’s jumped
from the frying pan into the fire. Within twenty-four hours, she and Julian are the newly engaged toast of
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the ton. Julian has never forgotten Melissa. Now, having inherited the earldom, he must marry and is
determined to choose his own bride. He’d assumed that by now, Melissa would be married to someone else,
but apparently not. Consequently, he’s not averse to the path Fate seems to be steering them down. And,
indeed, as they discover, enforced separation has made their hearts grow fonder, and the attraction
between them flares even more intensely. However, it’s soon apparent that someone is intent on ensuring
their married life is cut short in deadly fashion. Through a whirlwind courtship, a massive ton wedding, and
finally, blissful country peace, they fend off increasingly dangerous, potentially lethal threats, until,
together, they unravel the conspiracy that’s dogged their heels and expose the villain behind it all. A classic
historical romance laced with murderous intrigue. A novel arising from the Lady Osbaldestone’s Christmas
Chronicles. A full-length historical romance of 127,000 words. “In this Bridgerton-flavored Regency
romance, two eligible young gentlefolk—Julian Delamere, seventh Earl of Carsely, and Melissa North—fake
a betrothal to keep scandal at bay. This novel is half love story, half mystery, and wholly engrossing.” Kim
H., Proofreader, Red Adept Editing “Fans of romances and mysteries set in Regency England will get their
fill with this full-bodied novel of intense courtship and murderous intrigue.” Virge B., Proofreader, Red
Adept Editing “Stephanie Laurens fans who have followed the journey of Melissa and Dagenham, now Earl
of Carsely, will be delighted to see these two meeting again as adults. Readers will enjoy trying to figure
out who is behind the threats in this tale that’s as suspenseful as it is romantic.” Angela M., Copy Editor,
Red Adept Editing
The Greatest Challenge of Them All - Stephanie Laurens 2017-07
Lord Drake Varisey receives unwelcome assistance from Lady Louisa Cynster in his efforts to foil a plot
against England and the realm.
Lord Stillwell's Excellent Engagements - Victoria Alexander 2012-12-01
In an enchanting novella from #1 New York Times bestselling author Victoria Alexander, eligible viscount
Winfield Elliott searches for a bride and discovers that love may be lovelier the second--or even third--time
around. . . Allow Me To Explain. . . Some say I do not take my engagements seriously. Nonsense. What man
with no interest in marriage would find himself proposing not once, but three times? And each time, I've felt
certain that this, at last, is the absolutely, positively, perfect woman. Miss Felicia Whitingdon, for instance,
has youth, beauty, style, grace--and a handsome fortune. Lady Lucille Eustice is a widow of impeccable
social standing, and a balm to my soul. Then there is Miss Caroline Hibbitt, sweet and charming in every
way. Any one of these intoxicating treasures could make a man happy. Any one of them could be an ideal
wife. But which--if any of them--will it be? "For love, laughter, and lots of fun, read Victoria Alexander." -Stephanie Laurens, New York Times bestselling author "This Victorian yuletide romance provides erotic
sizzle and delectably clever dialogue on every page." –USA Today on His Mistress by Christmas New York
Times bestselling author Victoria Alexander was an award-winning television reporter until she discovered
fiction was much more fun than real life. She turned to writing full time and has never looked back. Victoria
grew up traveling the country as an Air Force brat and is now settled in a very old house in Omaha,
Nebraska, with her husband, two allegedly grown children and two bearded collies. She firmly believes
housework is a four-letter word, there are no calories in anything eaten standing up, procrastination is an
art form, and it's never too soon to panic. 30,000 Words
Lucky Penny - Catherine Anderson 2012-01-31
In this stirring novel of the Old West from New York Times bestselling author Catherine Anderson, a
desperate woman’s impulsive ruse brings a rough-looking stranger into her life... To support her orphaned
niece, impoverished Brianna O’Keefe accepts work with a Colorado rancher. To guard herself from
unwanted attention, she resorts to a harmless little lie: that she’s married to a Denver gold miner named
David Paxton. When her boss forces her to write her “husband,” hoping he’ll take Brianna off his hands, she
can only pray that no real David Paxton exists who can expose her. When Colorado marshal David Paxton
gets a letter from a stranger claiming to be his wife, and pleading with him to come for her and his
“daughter,” he dutifully sets out to find this woman and the child he may have sired. What stuns Brianna is
that David is convinced the young girl could, in fact, be his. As David and Brianna’s wary attraction
blossoms into a deeper desire, David warms to the idea of a ready-made family. But can his dream survive
Brianna’s lingering distrust...and his own heart-held secrets?
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Hooked - June Winters 2017-04-18
"Do not f*** the players. Or you will be fired." As the newest "ice babe" for the Colorado Blizzard, I'm not
too worried about breaking that rule. I know a thing or two about fending off hockey players looking to
score. At least, that's what I thought ... until I caught the eye of Blizzard captain and heart-throb Hunter
Rockwell. No matter how many times I turn the troubled star down, he's convinced I'm just playing hard to
get -- and he doesn't care how much hot water his flirting lands me in. If I were being perfectly honest?
Sure, I'd love to spend a few minutes in the sin bin with the chiseled stud ... but I'd never risk my job for a
filthy rich athlete with a dirty reputation. But with Hunter stepping up his game on and off the ice to win
me over, telling him no is getting harder than ever. It doesn't help that everyone already suspects there's
something between us. And maybe they're right. Hunter swears no one will find out ... but I know we're
bound to get caught. And then he'll toss my broken heart to the ice, just like all the others. So why am I
letting myself get hooked on Hunter? *** Hooked is a 50,000 word hockey romance! This stand-alone novel
is the first entry in the Colorado Blizzard series. Narrated in alternating first person. No cheating, no
cliffhanger, HEA guaranteed.
Simply Love - Catherine Anderson 2009-03-17
Even the hardest heart can be softened by love ... Cassandra Zerek is a true innocent in a wild
anddangerous place -- but her indomitable spirit and gentle soul make her stronger than anyone suspects.
The owner of a Colorado mining empire, Luke Taggart's wealth and position can buy him anything, yet he
has grown bored with a life of saloons, gambling, and loose women. Nothing soothes his restless inner
yearning -- until he spies Cassandra, as fresh and pure as a spring morning, and vows he will possess her.
The radiant, charmingly naïve youngbeauty seems blind to the depth of Luke's desire or the lengths he is
willing to go to seduce her. But the lady is wise, with an unwavering faith in the magical powers of love.
And she's determined to awaken the good man hiding in Luke's tormented heart, for only one precious
giftwill truly win her: his deep, passionate, and unsullied love.
Barefoot in the Dark - Suzanne Enoch 2018-08-15
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Suzanne Enoch, a new romantic crime thriller
featuring fan-favorites Samantha Jellicoe and Rick Addison... A simple pre-wedding getaway for a
“reformed” cat burglar and her wealthy British fiancé – what could go wrong? Except for his contentious
family, a crumbling Scottish castle, a legendary treasure, and a possible haunting, that is. Samantha
Jellicoe, jewel thief extraordinaire, is still adjusting to being engaged to Richard Addison, billionaire
entrepreneur and very hot British lord. Complicating that is the entire press corps hounding her for an
interview – bad news for a mostly retired cat burglar intent on keeping her private life private. She is
ecstatic when Rick suggests they escape to his castle in Scotland; she’s less so when the old pile turns out
to be dilapidated, full of Rick’s resentful relatives, and (possibly) haunted. While he navigates the
consequences of ignoring his family for the past fifteen years, Sam uncovers a legend of buried treasure –
and realizes she isn’t the only one searching for the famous highwayman’s loot. While Sam is an expert at
blending into the very different worlds of patrons and thieves, meeting people important to Rick is way
more complicated. Combined with iffy phones, unreliable lights and power, a clandestine treasure hunt, a
wannabe reality-star girlfriend, and a rumored “restless spirit,” this vacation in the Scottish Highlands
might be more than a self-respecting former thief can handle. "Fricking vivid as hell, to be honest, and I
loved every page of this rollicking ride.”—New York Times bestselling author, Karen Hawkins “Each and
every Enoch romance is a sparkling gem brimming over with marvelous characters, depth of emotion,
intense sensuality and a plot that twists and turns, leaving readers breathless and deliciously
satisfied.”—Romantic Times, 4 1⁄2 Stars!=brbr“With their indelible chemistry, their witty repartee, and
their adventures sleuthing in the glamorous world of Palm Beach glitterati, Samantha and Rick are
reminiscent of The Thin Man’s Nick and Nora.”—istarred Booklist/ibrbr“. . . grin-on-your-face, hairstreaming-in the-wind joyride of a novel . . .”—istarred Publisher’s Weekly on FLIRTING WITH
DANGER/ibrbr“Passion and emotion still run hot with the undeniably dynamic duo of Rick and Sam. Kick
back as the superbly talented Enoch stirs the pot yet again for this mismatched pair . . . loads more hijinks
and action!”—iRomantic Times, 4 1⁄2 Stars on A TOUCH OF MINX
The World of Stephanie Laurens - Stephanie Laurens 2011-08-02
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binds their fates. A mysterious abductor . . . Someone is holding her brother prisoner in exchange for a
gold-and-onyx box covered in mysterious runes, so Mary Hurst boldly sets out from the family vicarage to
find the priceless artifact. But the man who possesses it, Angus Hay, the Earl of Erroll, is less than
sympathetic to her plight. A forbidding stranger . . . Himself a prisoner of his dark past, Angus refuses to
yield the box—or allow Mary to leave! Suspicious of the alluring lass’s mission, he vows to wrest a
confession from her, but unearths a fiery temper and a will as strong as his own. An unbreakable curse . . .
Passion flares between them, but now there is more at stake: an unknown enemy is hunting down the
precious box, and will stop at nothing. Risking all for love, Angus must solve the mystery behind the runes .
. . and trust the only woman who can awaken his forgotten heart.
Undetected - Anna Hackett 2018-08-30
Darcy Ward has sold her soul to the devil. Okay, not quite the devil, but she did agree to work with Agent
Arrogant and Annoying-aka Special Agent Alastair Burke of the FBI's Art Crime Team to lay a trap for
infamous black-market antiquities ring, Silk Road. Darcy loves shoes, computers, caffeine, and working at
her family business, Treasure Hunter Security. The only thing missing is her dream of a once-in-a-lifetime
love, like her parents share, and a man who'll put her first. She's not so crazy about Silk Road trying to kill
her family and friends, nor is she fond of an order-giving FBI agent and his distracting cologne. Using a trio
of cursed diamonds as bait, she's working hard to set a trap for Silk Road in the Dashwood Museum, but as
the black-market thieves escalate their attempts to stop Darcy, she finds herself swept into Alastair's
strong, protective arms. Alastair Burke is driven by vengeance. He's dedicated his life to taking down Silk
Road and its mysterious leader, the Collector, and now he finally has his chance. He can't allow anything to
distract him-especially not a sassy, smart woman who tests every bit of his control. But as the opening gala
of the cursed diamonds exhibit approaches, the thieves target him and Darcy with a series of deadly
attacks...and Alastair realizes he'll do anything to keep her safe. With the FBI and the former SEALs of
Treasure Hunter Security at their backs, Darcy and Alastair are caught up in a dangerous game of cat and
mouse, and their fierce attraction. But with lives on the line, Alastair will find himself caught between his
desire for revenge and keeping the woman he's falling for alive.
Heroing - Dafydd Ab Hugh 1987
When Prince Alanai rejects the offer of help from Jiana, and expert swordswoman, she decides to go on her
own quest
Indigo Blue - Catherine Anderson 2010-05-04
Experience the thrill of an unexpected love that defies all boundaries in the third historical romance in New
York Times bestselling author Catherine Anderson’s Comanche series... Torn between the white and
Comanche worlds of her parents, Indigo Wolf has grown up estranged from the townspeople of Wolf’s
Landing, Oregon. No decent woman calls her a friend, and no man understands her strange, elusive
spirit—until rugged Jake Rand comes to town. Jake offers to act as foreman of the family mine after a series
of mysterious accidents have left Indigo’s father seriously injured. But Jake’s real motives are as secret as
his true identity, and as personal as his growing attraction to Indigo...
Hero in the Highlands - Suzanne Enoch 2016-10-04
WILD AT HEART Scotland, 1812: He’s ferocious and rugged to the bone, an English soldier more at home
on the battlefield than in any Society drawing room. And when Major Gabriel Forrester learns that he’s
inherited the massive Scottish Highlands title and estate of a distant relation, the last thing he wants to do
is give up the intensity of the battlefield for the too-soft indulgences of noble life. But Gabriel Forrester
does not shirk his responsibilities, and when he meets striking, raven-eyed lass Fiona Blackstock, his new
circumstances abruptly become more intriguing. Like any good Highlander, Fiona despises the
English—and the new Duke of Lattimer is no exception. Firstly, he is far too attractive for Fiona’s peace of
mind. Secondly, his right to “her” castle is a travesty, since it’s been clan Maxwell property for ages. As the
two enter a heated battle of wills, an unexpected passion blazes into a love as fierce as the Highlands
themselves. Is Fiona strong enough to resist her enemy’s advances—or is Gabriel actually her hero in
disguise? “It’s time to fall in love with Suzanne Enoch.” —Lisa Kleypas

If you love Stephanie Laurens, the Cynsters, the Bastion Club, or the Black Cobra Quartet, then you won't
want to miss The World of Stephanie Laurens, available only from Avon Romance. Here you'll find the
Cynster Family Tree, a sneak peek excerpt from every Stephanie Laurens Avon Romance, a Q&A with the
author, and much more! This is the one-stop source of information for everything about the books of the #1
New York Times bestselling author. Best of all: it's free and available for download now!
Angel's Devil - Suzanne Enoch 1995-11-01
A Classic Regency Romance from New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Suzanne Enoch... The
lovely Angelique Graham knows her strengths - and patience is not one of them. So, instead of waiting nine
months to wed her beloved Simon, as per her overprotective parents' edict, Angelique decides to use
Simon's cousin, the dashing Lord Faring - rake of all rakes - just back from war, to throw her parents into a
panic. After all, what parent in their right mind would want their daughter to be courted by the notorious
Lord Faring? Though Angelique has plotted and planned every move...it seems love has a different plan.
When the game playing gets serious...will Angelique be able to resist the charms of Lord Faring? And once
she discovers the man underneath the legend, will she even want to? Fans of the traditional Regency will
delight in this classic!
Mastered By Love - Stephanie Laurens 2009-07-28
The men of the Bastion Club proved their bravery secretly fighting for their country. Now their leader faces
that most dangerous mission of all: finding a bride. As the mysterious leader of the Bastion Club known as
"Dalziel," Royce Varisey, tenth Duke of Wolverstone, served his country for decades, facing dangers untold.
But as the holder of one of England's most august noble titles, he must now take on that gravest duty of all:
marriage. Yet the young ladies the grand dames would have him consider are predictably boring. Far more
tempting is his castle's willful and determinedly aloof chatelaine, Minerva Chesterton. Beneath her serene
façade lies a woman of smoldering sensuality, one who will fill his days with comfort and his nights with
sheer pleasure. Determined to claim her, he embarks on a seduction to prove his mastery over every inch of
her body . . . and every piece of her heart.
Taming an Impossible Rogue - Suzanne Enoch 2012-03-27
When his cousin asks him to rescue his former fiance from the notorious Tantalus club, Keating Blackwood,
after meeting Lady Camille Pryce, who has been forced to work after being disowned by her family, decides
he wants to keep her for himself. Original. 250,000 first printing.
Sabrina Jeffries - The School for Heiresses Series - Sabrina Jeffries 2011-09-27
Read the first three installments in New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries School for Heiresses
series. These passionate tales feature young women who learn that there’s nothing textbook about love…
NEVER SEDUCE A SCOUNDREL The ballrooms of Mayfair have become much more appealing to Lady
Amelia Plume since the arrival of Major Lucas Winter, an American with a dark past and a dangerous air.
Lucas is brash, arrogant--and scandalously tempting. Yet Amelia suspects that Lucas has a hidden motive in
wooing her. And she intends to discover it, by any means necessary. ONLY A DUKE WILL DO Louisa North
likes her independence very much. So when Simon Tremaine, the dashing Duke of Foxwood, whom she
once loved, returns bent on marrying her, she's skeptical. The fire between them burns as hot as ever, but
when Simon's ulterior motive for marriage is exposed, along with the deeply buried secrets of her past,
Louisa vows to make him pay...and the price will be his heart. BEWARE A SCOT'S REVENGE When Lady
Venetia Campbell is kidnapped at pistol point by her father's sworn enemy, Sir Lachlan Ross, she discovers
the wickedly sexy Scot is even more intoxicating than she remembers...and much more dangerous. Lachlan
plans to use her as a weapon against her father, but Venetia is determined that his lust for revenge will be
trumped by an even more powerful desire.
The Legend of Nimway Hall: 1794 - Charlotte - Karen Hawkins 2018-03-23
With the arrival of the artist Marco di Rossi at Nimway Hall, an ancient house with magic within its walls,
Miss Charlotte Harrington begins to rethink her agreement to her upcoming arranged marriage.
One Night in Scotland - Karen Hawkins 2010-11-23
New York Times bestselling author Karen Hawkins begins a sparkling new series with this thrilling tale of a
desperate beauty on an urgent quest, a dark earl scarred by his beastly past—and the ancient treasure that
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